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We should be thinking about young people when we make decisions. It’s our duty as politicians and policy makers to make sure the climate young people and future generations inherit is one they can live and thrive in. I want to be part of a parliament, and more importantly a country, that takes this responsibility seriously."


David Pocock, Independent Senator for the ACT
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        Join the 12,944 people already supporting the bill!


        

          
            We all know the decisions we make today affect our future. When those decisions are made by politicians, they affect all of us.

When it comes to climate change, politicians and policy makers still aren’t acting in the best interests of young people and future generations.

We need to act now if we want to protect the people and places we love.

We support the Climate Change Amendment (Duty of Care and Intergenerational Equity) Bill 2023 which imposes a statutory duty on decision makers:


	
To consider the likely impact of decisions that could harm the climate on the health and wellbeing of current and future children as the paramount consideration; and



	
Not to make a decision that could harm the climate if the decision poses a material risk of harm to the health and wellbeing of current and future children in Australia.




We the undersigned call on the federal parliament to pass legislation that imposes this Duty of Care and act now if we want to protect the people and places we love.
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                Senate Hearing
              

            
            
            
              
                On Thursday 22nd February, the Senate Committee for Environment and Communications held a public hearing in Canberra into the Duty of Care Bill.
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                All Ages Submission Writing Workshop
              

            
            
            
              
                We're excited to announce that there will be an online All Ages Submission Writing Workshop, hosted by the Cairns and Far North Environment Centre! You can expect an explainer on the bill, a...
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                Teacher student resources now available!
              

            
            
            
              
                We now have a Teacher Student Resources Guide! This package includes a range of teacher resources to introduce students to the Duty of Care Bill. Help young people to make their voices heard through...
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            What does the Duty of Care Bill do?

          
          The bill seeks to add two conditions to decisions made under six existing pieces of legislation, including the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. In particular, decisions that facilitate the financing and development of projects that could harm the climate.

These conditions would require that decision makers consider the impact of decisions that could harm the climate on the health and wellbeing of current and future children. They would also prevent decisions that would harm the climate if the decision poses a material risk of harm to the health and wellbeing of current and future children in Australia. 

You can find out more about the bill here.
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            The Story

          
          The Australian government currently has no duty of care to protect young people and future generations from climate change.

The Duty of Care Bill builds on the case of Sharma v Minister for the Environment, a legal challenge by brave Australian children who argued that all young Australians are owed a duty to take reasonable care to protect them from climate change harm.  

Although the case was initially successful, the federal government appealed the decision and it was overturned.

Chief Justice Allsop said that


A duty that calls up such questions should not be imposed [by the judiciary]: It is one of core, indeed high, policy-making for the Executive and Parliament involving questions of policy.



In 2023, on graduating high school, the lead litigant in that case, Anjali Sharma, moved to Canberra and reached out to her new Senator with the hope of continuing the conversation. 

Together they are joining with Australians of all generations to call on the government to embed a duty of care in law.
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Like so many of my friends, I’m increasingly scared about my future. The past few years have seen temperatures that have broken records and climate fuelled natural disasters unfolding across the world. And all evidence shows us this will only get worse unless we act. We are at a crossroads in history, the government can either act in accordance with its duty to young people to deliver us a safe and liveable future, or set us on a path to climate catastrophe.”

- Anjali Sharma, lead litigant in Sharma v Minister for the Environment
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            From wherever we are, we acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of Country throughout Australia, and recognise their continuing connection to this land, its waterways, and the stars in the sky, since time immemorial. It is a privilege to pay respect to their Elders, knowledge holders, and to all the generations of First Nations’ peoples who have nurtured their unceded sovereign lands for over 80,000 years and continue to do so today.

Authorised by D. Pocock, David Pocock, G08 15 Provan Street, Campbell ACT
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